Philadelphia. People are almost about to faint. In fact, it is temps are rising, hips are shaking and grown men are busting out in a cold sweat, again. "Back Stabbers" O'Jays can easily go #1 in Brooks, Rondy and all the promotion men from Motown will be able to bring it in once they get Music Stores based in Memphis says it will be message? Doesn't anybody want to be first to play baby it just can't be done. Do you get the along the river bank watching the submarine races; being played especially for everybody in the cars vast blast, a large charge, amass gas and it is already we are used to it. Remember that 7 x 3 is so neat, we got to repeat, it is so nice, we got (Continued from page 13) Raspberries which we are feeling as an incipient getting red hot. The company is now the talk of KLIF and it went on KJR and KING. There is no question that Capitol Records under dynamic President, Bashkar Menon, and explosive promo chief, Al Coury, are turning around and getting red hot. The company is now the talk of the street. They have another hot single with the Raspberries which we are feeling as an incipient GO-RILLA. Harv Moore is doing it again at WPCC 38-29 and it jumped at key secondary indicators 20-9 WPDG and 18-14 WROV. It went on WIXY, WMEX and is now cooking in Atlanta. WFIL and WIP are now cooking with the Jamestown Massacre. A lot of people feel that this record will make it. The next Jo Jo Gunne is "Shake That Fat"... the next Nash/Crosby is "Southbound Train"... the next Jackson Browne is a re-cut version of "Rock Me On The Water" that features David Crosby and other names. The Tramp's record hit #3 with Ron King at powerhouse r&b station KDIA in San Francisco and (Continued on page 16)